Fee
None

Registration
Personal registration/cancellation link:
Register/cancel

Daheim in der Affentorschänke
Neuer Wall 9, 60594 Frankfurt am Main
https://affentorschaenke.de/Daheim.html

Invitation
Individual arrival
Hauptbahnhof: S3/S4/S5/S6 → Lokalbahnhof
Konstabler Wache: Bus No. 30 or 36 → Affentorplatz
Parking facilities:
- public parking spaces
- Parkhaus Alt-Sachsenhausen
- Parkplatz Depot Sachsenhausen

of the regional group
Frankfurt
Conversation evening with
Robert Sheehan
2 October 2019, 6:00 p.m.
Daheim in der Affentorschänke,
Frankfurt-Sachsenhausen

By registering, you agree that photos of the event will be
published with a short report on our website and in our XING
group.

IMA Germany e. V.,
Regional Group Frankfurt
Lilian Helbig
Berliner Straße 196, 65205 Wiesbaden
mob.: 01629346501

Dear IMA’s and guests,
It is a great pleasure to invite you to a
conversation evening with experienced
coach Robert Sheehan. You know that we
already had an interesting and lively
workshop with him in March of this year.
Following the positive feedback from this
event we both decided to plan a
conversation evening in order that our
members have a further opportunity to
practice their English.
He has an extensive knowledge of British
culture and politics and a great sense of
humor. He will prepare for an interesting
evening with a central theme, although our
discussions should not be restricted to one
subject.
We will meet in the Affentorschänke, where
“tradition meets modernity” at a high level.
Given that the Munich Beer Festival is
currently underway in Frankfurt you are
welcome to wear corresponding clothing.

Best regards,

Lilian Helbig
Regional Head Frankfurt

Programme:

The name Affentor has its probable origin by the
name "Ave-Maria Tor".
In the late Middle Ages, the travelers, the
winegrowers and shepherds went through the
southern city gate. Robbers and highwaymen
made the area outside the city walls unsafe and
dangerous.
So before leaving the safe city, they said an AveMaria. This resulted in abbreviated "Ave-Tor" and
later in Frankfurt the "Affentor (monkey-gate)".
The old historic gatehouse was destroyed in 1809,
and it was not until much later that the wellknown houses were rebuilt that make up the
Affentor.
The building of the Affentor-Schänke is
mentioned for the first time in the year 1760 and
was probably already an inn at that time.

06:00 - 09:00 p.m.
Conversation evening with
Robert Sheehan

